The application of Zn compounds as buffer layers was recently extended to wide-gap CuInS 2 ͑CIS͒ based thin film solar cells. Using an alternative chemical deposition route for the buffer preparation aiming at the deposition of a single-layer, nominal ZnS buffer without the need for any toxic reactants such as hydrazine has helped us to achieve a similar efficiency as respective CdS-buffered reference devices. In order to shed light on the differences of other Zn-compound buffers deposited in conventional chemical baths ͓chemical bath deposition ͑CBD͔͒ compared to the buffer layers deposited by this alternative CBD process, the composition of the deposited buffers was investigated by x-ray excited Auger electron and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to potentially clarify their superiority in terms of device performance. We have found that in the early stages of this alternative CBD process a thin ZnS layer is formed on the CIS, whereas in the second half of the CBD the growth rate is greatly increased and Zn͑S,O͒ with a ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ ratio of ϳ80% is deposited. Thus, a ZnS / Zn͑S,O͒ bilayer buffer is deposited on the CIS thin film solar cell absorbers by the alternative chemical deposition route used in this investigation. No major changes of these findings after a postannealing of the buffer/CIS sample series and recharacterization could be identified.
I. INTRODUCTION
Achieving highly efficient Cd-free chalcopyrite thin film solar cells with efficiencies comparable to those obtained with the CdS buffer layer conventionally used in current state-of-the-art devices is an important milestone for the breakthrough of this thin film solar cell technology. At present, device ͑active area͒ efficiencies up to 19.5% for low-gap ͑E g ഛ 1.3 eV͒ Cu͑In, Ga͒Se 2 ͑CIGSe͒ ͑Refs. 1 and 2͒ and around 12% for wide-gap CuInS 2 ͑CIS͒, ͑E g CIS = 1.54 eV͒ ͑Refs. 3-5͒ have been demonstrated. All these high efficiency values so far have been reported for solar cell devices with wet chemically deposited CdS buffer layers between the well-conducting n + -ZnO / i-ZnO window bilayer and the chalcopyrite absorber. In most cases the CdS buffer is deposited in a chemical bath ͑CBD͒. However, CdS as a heavy metal compound should be avoided in the final solar modules as well as in their production processes from an ecological as well as an economical point of view. Furthermore, the low band gap of CdS ͑E g = 2.4 eV͒ leads to a certain loss in the photocurrent by its absorption of the incoming solar radiation in the short-wavelength region.
Recently, various zinc compounds prepared by CBD have been attracting attention as alternative buffer materials and high efficiencies have already been demonstrated for corresponding low-gap chalcopyrite-based solar cells. [6] [7] [8] [9] However, despite a higher transparency and thus a higher current collection in the blue wavelength region the direct comparison of the devices with Zn-compound buffer layers with the respective CBD-CdS buffered CIGSe-based solar cell reference shows an efficiency gap of ϳ1% ͑abs.͒.
In the past, Zn-compound buffer layers such as CBDZn͑S,OH͒ developed for low-gap production scale Cu͑In, Ga͒͑S,Se͒ 2 absorbers provided by Shell Solar GmbH ͑Munich, Germany͒ were also deposited at the HahnMeitner-Institut Berlin ͑HMI͒ ͑Berlin, Germany͒. [10] [11] [12] In this case, the obtained device efficiencies were comparable to those of corresponding CBD-CdS buffered referencesindependently confirmed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory ͑NREL͒ ͑Golden, CO, U.S.A.͒. 12 Note that at this time the CBD process used still contained the highly toxic reactant hydrazine. [10] [11] [12] However, when transferring this approach to wide-gap CIS-based solar cells, resulting devices with CBDZnS x O y H z buffers have yielded ͑active area͒ efficiencies of up to 10.7%, 13 whereas corresponding CBD-CdS buffered references reached 11.9%, showing again the efficiency gap of ϳ1% ͑abs.͒. Recent additional efforts initially aiming at a single-layer, nominal ZnS buffer CBD without the need of any toxic reactants such as hydrazine have helped us to close a͒ Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. 14 Since the parameters of the chemical bath deposition ͑pH value, temperature, complexing agents, deposition time, reactants and their concentration, application of ultrasound, rinsing solution, etc.͒ determine the properties of the prepared layer, there are as many different possible compositions ͑and consequently also notations͒ as CBD processes ͑see above͒. For a chemical bath consisting mainly of a Zn salt, thiourea, in some cases hydrazine, [10] [11] [12] [13] and aqueous ammonia one can find in the literature notations for the composition of the deposited layers from as simple as CBD-ZnS ͑Ref. 6͒ over Zn͑S,OH͒, [10] [11] [12] ZnS͑O,OH͒, 7, 9 Zn͑O,S,OH͒ x ͑Ref. 8͒ to ZnS x O y H z . 13 In consequence, the intention of this work is to determine the composition of our Zn-compound buffer layer, which results-as recently reported 14 -in a competitive device performance compared to corresponding CdS references when applied in wide-gap CIS-based solar cells. We aimed at finding possible differences in the composition compared to other Zn-compound buffer layers deposited by conventional CBD processes, shedding light on its superiority in terms of solar cell efficiency.
In order to investigate the growth mechanism of the alternative Zn-compound buffer layers on CIS/Mo/glass absorber substrates especially in terms of their ͑surface͒ composition, a complete set of samples ͑where the alternative buffer was deposited during different deposition times͒ was characterized by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy ͑XPS͒ and x-ray excited Auger electron spectroscopy ͑XAES͒. In addition, ZnO, Zn͑OH͒ 2 , and ZnS reference layers also prepared on chalcopyrite/Mo/glass substrates were investigated for comparison.
II. EXPERIMENT
A. Preparation
CIS absorber
The CIS absorbers used in this study were prepared in the Technology Department of the HMI by sputter depositing the metallic In and Cu precursor layers on to Mo/glass substrates and subsequent sulfurization by rapid thermal processing using an excess of elemental sulfur vapor. More details on the preparation conditions are described in Ref. 3 . The resulting CIS layers are Cu rich resulting in the formation of Cu x S second phase precipitates on the absorber surface. However, these binary Cu compounds are removed very efficiently by KCN etching. Thus, before depositing the Zn-compound buffer layer, an additional etching step in a KCN-containing aqueous solution ͑KCN aq ͓3.5% ͔͒ was done to remove the segregated Cu x S phases. After KCN etching the absorbers are then immediately stored in an aqueous solution containing ammonia ͑NH 3,aq ͓2.5% ͔͒ prior to the buffer preparation.
Alternative Zn-compound buffer layer
For the preparation of the alternative Zn-compound buffer layer, we used an alternative CBD process, recently developed at the HMI Berlin, 15 aiming at the deposition of ZnS.
The 2+ -containing ammoniac solution on its surface͒ is rinsed in pure water. Then, the accompanied abrupt and drastic decrease of the pH value initiates the formation of Zn͑OH͒ 2 , which in consequence would precipitate on the sample. ͑A more detailed description of the deposition can be found in Refs. 14-17.͒ In our case, the deposition was finished after 13.5 min. In this case, scanning electron micrographs of respective cross sections indicate a layer thickness of ϳ15 nm.
14 However, investigate the growth mechanism of the Zn-compound buffer especially in regard to layer composition for certain samples the CBD deposition was already interrupted after 3, 6, and 9 min. Hence, characterizing this set of buffer/CIS samples is considered to reveal a "time-resolved" ͑and thus "thickness-resolved"͒ view on the layer composition prepared in the chemical bath.
After completion of the surface-spectroscopic characterization of the buffer/CIS samples, the entire series was annealed in system and thus in ultrahigh vacuum ͑UHV͒ at ϳ200°C for 5 min. Subsequently, the complete sample series was recharacterized investigate the impact of the heat treatment on, e.g., their ͑surface͒ composition.
Zn"OH… 2 , ZnO, and ZnS references
Additional samples were prepared for reference, as, e.g., a thin ͑ϳ100 nm͒ ZnO layer deposited on a CIS absorber by rf magnetron sputtering was used as ZnO reference. Storing a similar sample in ambient air ͑for several days͒ opens the route for H 2 O adsorption at the ZnO surface, which will lead to the formation of a surface Zn͑OH͒ 2 layer as proposed in Refs. 18 and 19. This naturally generated hydroxide was used as Zn͑OH͒ 2 reference. The ZnS reference in turn was prepared by the spray-ILGAR ͑ion layer gas reaction͒ technique, 20 which provides samples with nearly stoichiometric composition as proven by elastic recoil detection analysis. 21 Note that in some cases the reference samples were Ar + etched ͑energy= 3 keV and sample current ϳ1 A͒ remove surface contaminants.
B. Characterization
In order to evaluate the surface composition of the buffer layers of various thicknesses, we characterized the entire buffer/CIS sample series by XAES and XPS measurements, which were performed using a Mg K␣ x-ray source ͑1253.56 eV͒. To minimize contamination from ambient air, the samples to be characterized were sealed in a polyethylene bag filled with N 2 immediately after preparation ͑which was done in air͒. Then, the samples were transferred into the analysis chamber of a combined ultrahigh vacuum preparation and spectroscopy system ͑"CISSY," see Ref. 22 for more details͒ at a base pressure of Ͻ1 ϫ 10 −9 mbar via an attached N 2 filled glove box. A CLAM4 electron spectrometer from Thermo VG Scientific was used for electron detection. The electron spectrometer was calibrated according to Ref. 23 For quantitative analysis, we fitted the photoemission signals by Voigt functions. Note that our fit procedure also included a linear background. In order to estimate the thickness of the buffer layer, we used the attenuation of the CIS substrate signals by the increasingly thick buffer applying Eq. ͑1͒,
where I is the intensity of the respective ͑attenuated͒ photoemission signal, I 0 is the unattenuated signal intensity of the bare ͑KCN-etched͒ CIS substrate, is the inelastic mean free path of the corresponding photoelectrons, and d is the thickness of the attenuating buffer layer. was calculated by the TPP-2 formula 24 using the QUASES code written by Tougaard, 25 which provides values with an assumed absolute uncertainty of ϳ20%. Figure 1 shows the XPS survey spectra of the buffer/CIS sample series, where the nominal ZnS layer was deposited during different deposition times: ͑b͒ 3, ͑c͒ 6, ͑d͒ 9, and ͑e͒ 13.5 min͒. In addition, the respective spectrum ͑a͒ of a corresponding, uncovered ͑KCN-etched͒ CIS substrate is also presented. For the bare CuInS 2 sample all detected photoelectron and Auger electron signals can be ascribed to absorber's components as well as to ͑adventitious͒ carbon and oxygen. The latter is probably a remainder ͑adsorbed water͒ from the wet-chemical removal of the Cu x S surface phase by KCN etching. For the spectra of the buffer/CIS series, an intensity decrease of all CIS attributed XPS and XAES signals can be observed with an increasing deposition time. ͑One exception are the peaks which correspond to sulfur, because also the nominal ZnS cover layer contains S.͒ Best visible is this attenuation effect for the prominent Cu 2p and
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In 3d XPS signals at ϳ940 and 450 eV binding energies E B , respectively. At the same time, i.e., with an increasing deposition time, an increase of the Zn-related photoelectron and Auger electron signals can be noticed. ͑Note that distinct Zn-related XPS and XAES peaks can clearly be detected after already 3 min deposition time.͒ Close inspection of the data shows that also the XPS and XAES signals attributed to oxygen undergo a similar but by far less pronounced intensity increase as the Zn-related peaks ͑especially for the "9" and "13.5 min" samples͒, pointing to a certain oxide content in those buffer layers. However, as the Zn-compound layer is deposited wet chemically, the oxygen signals might not be a suitable measure for the composition of the alternative buffer as they could also stem from aqueous adsorbates. For the buffer/CIS sample, where the nominal ZnS layer was deposited within 13.5 min, no Cu-or In-attributed signals can be observed anymore. Thus, the 13.5 min buffer layer covers the rough CIS substrate completely with a minimal thickness which exceeds the XPS information depth. The latter is considered to be three times the inelastic mean free path of the respective photoelectrons 23 ͑accounting for an attenuation of 95% of the initial intensity͒ and thus is energy dependent. Assuming that, e.g., the In 3d 5/2 ͑E B Ϸ 444 eV͒ photoelectrons were exclusively attenuated by a pure ZnS layer, which covers the CIS absorber homogeneously, one can estimate the thickness of this cover layer to be ജ͑5.4± 1.1͒ nm ͑based on the taken from Ref. 25͒ .
In order to investigate the actual surface composition of the nominal ZnS layers on CIS the Zn L 3 M 45 M 45 XAES spectrum was evaluated, since this signal is more sensitive with respect to chemical shifts compared to most Zn photoemission lines ͑see below͒. Figure 2 ͑bottom͒ shows the XAES detail spectra of the ZnS/CIS sample series. The intensity of the Zn L 3 M 45 M 45 XAES signal increases with deposition time due to the increasingly thick buffer layer. This effect is more pronounced especially for the samples where the deposition was stopped in the second half of the CBD ͑deposition time ജ9 min͒. This is also supported by the increase of the Zn-related photoemission signals as well FIG. 1. XPS survey spectra of the buffer/CIS sample series, where the nominal ZnS buffer layers were deposited by different deposition times: ͑b͒ 3, ͑c͒ 6, ͑d͒ 9, and ͑e͒ 13.5 min. In addition, the respective spectrum ͑a͒ of a corresponding, uncovered ͑KCN-etched͒ CIS substrate is also presented.
as by the attenuation of the absorber peaks. Both show a corresponding behavior; a more pronounced increase or a more pronounced attenuation, respectively, for those samples ͑see survey spectra in Fig. 1͒ . The growth rate in the early stages of the deposition ͑deposition time ഛ6 min͒ is apparently much smaller compared to that of the consecutive time in the chemical bath, which points to a deposition-time dependent growth mechanism of the alternative buffer layer.
Moreover, one can observe that the Zn L 3 M 45 M 45 ͑ 1 G͒ Auger peak shifts from a kinetic energy E kin of ͑989.5± 0.1͒ eV for a deposition time of 3 min to ͑988.4± 0.1͒ eV for the 13.5 min buffer/CIS sample. Note that this energetic shift is not caused by an interface formation induced band bending ͑see discussion of the corresponding Auger parameters below͒. Together with the behavior of the O-related XPS and XAES signals ͑see Fig. 1͒ , which increase especially for the 9 and 13.5 min samples this points to a deposition time and thus thickness dependent change in composition in the nominal ZnS buffer layer. A literature enquiry 26 Fig. 2 ͑top͒, representing the range of variation found in Refs. 26 and 27. ͑Note that in cases where only a single literature value is reported an error of ±0.2 eV as suggested in Ref. 28 is assumed to represent its uncertainty.͒ Moreover, in order to assure a better comparability, measured spectra of some Zn-compound references deposited on chalcopyrite absorbers, such as Zn͑OH͒ 2 ZnO, and ZnS, are also presented in Fig. 2 Fig. 2 and Table  I͒ . From this, one can conclude that the material deposition in the chemical bath of the alternative chemical route takes place in two steps. In the early stages of the deposition ͑3 and 6 min samples͒ primarily a thin ZnS layer is formed on the CIS substrate. Then, in the second half of the deposition ͑9 and 13.5 min samples͒ the growth rate is greatly increased compared to that of the initial stages of the CBD ͑see above͒ and a Zn͑S,O͒ compound is deposited. A summary of these findings is represented in a schematic illustration ͑Fig. 3͒ showing a ZnS / Zn͑S,O͒ bilayer buffer on top of the CIS substrate.
Whether the formation of the ZnS layer in the early stages of the CBD takes place between the S 2− ions released from the thiourea and the Zn 2+ ions present in the chemical bath or whether at this point there are not yet S 2− ions released in the solution and the S-containing absorber surface acts as source for the anion has still to be clarified. The latter mechanism would be quite similar to the formation of a thin CdS or CdSe layer on S-or Se-containing chalcopyrite absorber ͑as reported elsewhere [30] [31] [32] ͒ by means of a treatment in a so called "partial electrolyte" 33 exclusively containing the respective cations and aqueous ammonia but no chemically active anion source. In order to clarify this issue the next consequential step would be the XPS and XAES characterizations of a CIS sample treated in a solution quite similar to the chemical bath used in this investigation but without any S source. Unfortunately, the CBD process applied uses thiourea as complexing agent for the Zn 2+ ions and thus cannot be easily omitted or replaced without a distinct impact on the entire deposition mechanism. Alternatively, in the future one could use a S-free substrate in order to check whether also in this case a ZnS / Zn͑S,O͒ bilayer is formed. However, assuming that the ZnS is formed under participation of the CIS surface, this mechanism is likely to take place in most CBD processes ͑based on aqueous ammonia͒ and would not be restricted to the chemical deposition route used here.
With regard to the determination of the ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ ratio of the deposited buffer layers one has to keep in mind that the samples were wet chemically prepared in a chemical bath and thus their surface may be contaminated by O-and C-containing compounds. In consequence, using the quantitatively evaluated O-related photoemission signal intensities for the calculation of the ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ ratio might lead to falsified values. Thus, we have chosen an alternative approach to determine the buffer composition.
Impurity-free and stochiometric ZnS contains 50% S. Assuming that the investigated Zn͑S,O͒ layers are also impurity-free and hence are exclusively composed of the cation Zn 2+ and either the anion S 2− or O 2− , then one would expect an intensity decrease in the S-related photoemission lines if the composition changes from pure ZnS to Zn͑S,O͒. Assuming that for all samples the signal attenuation due to surface contamination is similar, any change in the XPS peak intensities ascribed to S ͑in our case S 2p 1/2 ͒ can then be translated into a change of the ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ ratio. Since CuInS 2 contains relatively the same amount of S as ZnS, the substrate will not interfere in this matter. Moreover, in a first approximation it can be used as reference for the S 2p 1/2 signal intensity for a pure sulfide layer. The, respectively, normalized intensities of the S 2p 1/2 photoemission line of the samples of the buffer/CIS series, which correspondingly represent the ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ ratio of the deposited layers, are shown in Fig. 4 ͑dotted line͒.
In order to cross-check our approach to use the intensity change of the S 2p 1/2 XPS signals to determine the ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ ratio in the deposited buffer layers, we in- Zn 3d photoemission line is given. However, in our data evaluation we appreciated the Zn 3d 3/2 . Zn 3d 5/2 splitting by fitting the Zn 3d peak with two related Voigt functions. The doublet separation was found to be ͑0.83± 0.10͒ and ͑0. Auger signal also the photoemission peaks shift with an increasing deposition time from a binding energy, which roughly correlates with the energetic position of the respective peaks for the ZnS reference ͑for the buffer/CIS samples where the deposition was stopped in the early stages of the CBD͒, to higher binding energies towards the energetic position of the Zn p 3/2 and Zn 3d XPS signals of the ZnO reference ͑for thicker buffer layers͒. This supports the conclusion from above that the deposition of the alternative buffer layer on to CIS substrates by the CBD process used in this investigation results in the formation of a ZnS / Zn͑S,O͒ bilayer. Thus, the Zn 2p 3/2 and Zn 3d spectra of the buffer/CIS samples are partially composed of a ZnS ͓I͔ and a ZnO ͓II͔ contribution. In consequence, the Zn 2p 3/2 and Zn 3d XPS FIG. 5 . Bottom: XPS detail spectra of the Zn 2p 3/2 ͑a͒ and Zn 3d ͑b͒ photoemission signals of the buffer/CIS samples ͑bullets͒. The fit curves for contributions ͓I͔ ͑ →ZnS͒ and ͓II͔ ͑→ZnO͒ to the corresponding XPS peaks are also presented ͑solid lines͒. ͓Note that for the presentation of the respective Zn 3d photoemission lines a proper fraction of a respective spectrum of an uncovered ͑KCN-etched͒ CIS sample was subtracted from the spectra of the buffer/CIS sample series in order to eliminate the influence of the background.͔ Top: XPS detail spectra of the Zn 2p 3/2 ͑a͒ and Zn 3d ͑b͒ photoemission signals of ZnO and ZnS reference samples are shown for comparison. Tables II  and III͒. In order to exclude any impact of a varying band bending ͓potentially associated with a thicker growing ͑n-type͒ buffer layer deposited on a ͑p-type͒ CIS absorber͔ on the analysis of the energetic positions of the XAES and XPS signals and thus on the connected evaluation of the buffer composition we consider in the following also the modified Auger parameter. The values of the modified Auger param-
1 G͔͒ + E B ͓Zn 3d͔ calculated for the contributions ͓I͔ and ͓II͔ to the Zn-related photoemission signals of the buffer/CIS samples decrease with deposition time ͑␣Ј 1 ͓I͔ = ͑2011.1± 0.1͒ eV for 3 min to ͑2010.5± 0.1͒ eV for 13.5 min, ␣Ј 1 ͓II͔ = ͑2012.3± 0.1͒ eV for 6 min to ͑2011.0± 0.1͒ eV for 13.5 min and ␣Ј 2 ͓I͔ = ͑999.7± 0.1͒ eV for 3 min to ͑998.8± 0.1͒ eV for 13.5 min, ␣Ј 2 ͓II͔ = ͑1000.6± 0.1͒ eV for 6 min to ͑999.4± 0.1͒ eV for 13.5 min͒. The values of contribution ͓I͔ agree quite well with the corresponding Auger parameters of ZnS ͓experi-ment: ␣Ј 1 = ͑2011.2± 0.1͒ eV, ␣Ј 2 = ͑999.6± 0.1͒ eV and literature: ␣Ј 1 = ͑2010.3± 2011.9͒ eV͔ for samples, where the deposition was stopped in the early stages of the deposition. In contrast, the determined Auger parameters of contribution ͓II͔ converge towards ␣Ј 1 as well as ␣Ј 2 of ZnO ͓experiment: ␣Ј 1 = ͑2010.4± 0.1͒ eV, ␣Ј 2 = ͑998.9± 0.1͒ eV and literature: ␣Ј 1 = ͑2009.5± 2011.0͒ eV͔ with an increasing deposition time ͑see Tables II and III͒. Note that for ␣Ј 2 no reference data could be found in the literature. All these findings support again the conclusion from above that the buffer deposition on to CIS substrates forms a ZnS / Zn͑S,O͒ bilayer by using the CBD process applied in this investigation.
Using the areas below the fit curves, which describe contributions ͓I͔ ͑→ZnS͒ and ͓II͔ ͑→ZnO͒ to the Zn 2p 3/2 and Zn 3d XPS spectra of the buffer/CIS sample series in Figs. 5, the ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ ratios were calculated. The values determined from the Zn 2p 3/2 and the Zn 3d photoemission lines are shown as function of the deposition time as dashed and solid lines, respectively, in Fig. 4 . Both show a quite comparable behavior and additionally resemble quite well the ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ ratios calculated based on the intensity change of the S 2p 1/2 XPS signal, confirming this approach. The averaged ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ compositions for the buffer layers deposited on CIS substrates are 0.99± 0.02, 0.94± 0.06, 0.80± 0.05, and 0.78± 0.05 for the 3, 6, 9, and 13.5 min samples, as shown as bullets in Fig. 4 . The given error represents the standard deviation of each independently determined ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ value from the corresponding mean composition.
At the top of Fig. 4 the layer thickness of the deposited buffer layers is shown as calculated from the attenuation of the In 3d 5/2 under the assumption that a homogeneous layer of pure ZnS covers the CIS substrate. ͓Note that for the buffer/CIS sample prepared the longest time ͑13.5 min͒ only a minimum thickness is given, which corresponds to the XPS information depth of the In 3d 5/2 photoelectrons ͑see above͒, since no respective photoemission line can be observed in the corresponding spectrum.͔ The estimated layer thicknesses of the buffer layers deposited within 3, 6, 9, and 13.5 min on CIS substrates are ͑0.4± 0.1͒, ͑0.6± 0.2͒, ͑1.5± 0.3͒, and ജ͑5.4± 1.1͒ nm, respectively. In order to investigate the postdeposition heat treatment, which takes place in the production process of corresponding solar cell devices by default in ambient air at 200°C for 5 min-drastically enhancing the device performance of the final solar cell 14, 16 -the entire buffer/CIS sample series was annealed in system and thus in UHV after the completion of the XPS and XAES characterizations. However, no major changes of the above findings, especially in terms of buffer composition and thickness, after recharacterization of the postannealed buffer/CIS sample series could be identified. This is in good agreement with the finding that the deposited buffer layers contain no or only minor amounts of thermally decomposable Zn͑OH͒ 2 . Whether the heat treatment plays a role in the formation and "fine-tuning" of the buffer/CIS p -n junction, especially with respect to possible intermixing processes 34 or whether annealing in ambient air instead of in UHV is important in order to saturate possible defects by oxygen has to be clarified in future experiments.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
A set of samples, where an alternative Zn-compound buffer was deposited during different deposition times ͑3 -13.5 min͒ on CIS/Mo/glass absorber substrates, was characterized by XPS and XAES in order to investigate the growth mechanism of the buffer in terms of its ͑surface͒ composition. We have found that in the early stages of the used alternative CBD process ͑3 and 6 min samples͒ a thin ͓up to ͑0.6± 0.2͒ nm͔ ZnS layer is formed on the CIS, whereas in the second half of the CBD ͑9 and 13.5 min samples͒ Zn͑S,O͒ with a ZnS / ͑ZnS + ZnO͒ ratio of ϳ80% is deposited with a greatly increased growth rate. After a deposition time of 13.5 min this ZnS / Zn͑S,O͒ bilayer buffer covers the rough CIS absorber substrate completely and is thus ജ͑5.4± 1.1͒ nm thick. No major changes of these findings after a postannealing of the buffer/CIS sample series in UHV and recharacterization could be identified.
By extending this idea of a graded buffer composition, especially towards a more ZnO-like composition at the top, one might be able to even replace the intrinsic part of the window bi-layer as suggested by the window extension layer concept. 35 However, the impact of our findings of a graded buffer composition with regard to the ͑theoretical͒ considerations of the electronic situation at the buffer/CIS interface and especially whether the pictures of the band alignment drawn in the past have to be reevaluated has to be experimentally clarified in the future.
